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Meat Free Monday: A Lesson in Confusion and
Frustration
It really depresses and frustrates me when I see vegan activists

promoting Meat Free Monday because there is so many reasons why

any sane vegan shouldn’t be going near the campaign.

Firstly, and perhaps most importantly, IT HAS NOTHING TO DO
WITH ANIMAL RIGHTS! It is purely an environmental campaign (and a

poor one at that), it even says so on the website: “Meat Free

Monday is an environmental campaign to raise awareness of the

climate-changing impact of meat production and consumption.” See!

Secondly, and related to the reason it has nothing to do with animal

rights, it suggests a moral distinction between meat and dairy

products where there is no distinction. It could even be reasonably

claimed that dairy production is worse than meat production in

terms of suffering.

One of the main reasons that vegans give for supporting the

campaign is that “people need baby steps” or that “people aren’t

ready to hear about veganism yet.” So when will people be ready?

When can we start engaging in clear and reasonable moral

discussions with people? They will never be “ready” for veganism if

we continue to refuse to engage honestly with people.

It is this reasoning that really frustrates me the most. Why do we

have to deceive people? Why do we have to be so patronising as to

assume that people can’t handle a logical moral argument?

The major animal organisations have always refused to make

veganism the moral baseline to their campaigns, they use the same

reasoning that “people aren’t ready” as though one day they will

be, and so we just have to sit and wait for that day before we can

discuss it. Not surprisingly, after so many years of these animal

organisations being the only mainstream voice non-humans have, we

use more non-human animals today than we ever have at any time

in human history. Perhaps if we brought the idea of veganism to the

forefront to begin with then it would be different and we would
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have more vegans, but alas the history speaks differently.

So then it is up to animal rights activists now to stop being afraid of

the previously big and scary “V” word and to start putting it at the

forefront of their campaigning, to start using it as a moral baseline

to ending the property status of non-human animals.

Let’s move away from these empty and confusing campaigns like

Meat Free Monday and move towards a clearer more logical

campaign that has the interests of all non-human animals at its

core. And for christ sake, let’s stop being patronising and
dishonest to people.

_____________________________________________________
______

Further reading:

http://unpopularveganessays.blogspot.com/2008/09/what-is-wrong-

with-vegetarianism.html

http://www.abolitionistapproach.com/vegetarianism-as-a-gateway-

to-veganism/

http://my-face-is-on-fire.blogspot.com/2009/07/meatless-monday-

another-token-gesture.html
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